Aggregation methods
This document is made of excerpts extracted from:
Malcze7ski, :. (1>>>) GIS and multicriteria decision analysis. :ohn Diley E Sons Inc. Ne7 Gork
These methods are only for attribute aggregation, if necessary, there are more methods for objective aggregation.
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3. Method description
Scoring
They are based on the concept of a 7eighted average. The decision maker directly assigns 7eights of jrelative importancek to each attribute. A total
score is then obtained for each alternative by multiplying the importance 7eight assigned for each attribute by the scaled value given to the alternative
on that attribute, and summing the products over all attributes. Dhen the overall scores are calculated for all the alternatives, the alternative 7ith the
highest overall score is chosen. The decision rule evaluates each alternative, Ai, by the follo7ing formula:
Ai " # w j ! xij
j

7here xij is the score of the ith alternative 7ith respect to the jth attribute, and the 7eight wj is a normalized 7eight, so that ! wj = 1.
Multiattribute value
The value function approach is applicable in the decision situations under certainty (deterministic approach). This approach assumes that the decision
maker is relatively jrisk neutralk or that the attributes are kno7n 7ith certainty. Formally, the value function model is similar to jscoring methodk,
except that the score xij is replaced by a value vij derived from the value function. The value function model can be 7ritten:
Vi " # w j ! vij
j

7here Vi is the overall value of the ith alternative, vij is the value of the ith alternative 7ith respect to the jth attribute measured by means of the value
function, and the 7eight wj is a normalized 7eight or scaling constant for attribute j, so that ! wj = 1.
Multiattribute utility
In the utility function procedure, the decisionms maker attitude to7ard risk is incorporated into assessment of a single-attribute utility function (ceeney,
1>80). Thus utility is a convenient method of including uncertainty (risk preference) into decision-making process. The concept of a utility function is

inherently probabilistic in nature. Formally, the utility function model is similar to jscoring methodk, except that the score xij is replaced by a utility uij
derived from the utility function. The utility function model can be 7ritten:
U i " # w j ! u ij
j

7here Ui is the overall value of the ith alternative, uij is the utility of the ith alternative 7ith respect to the jth attribute measured by means of the utility
function, and the 7eight wj is a normalized 7eight or scaling constant for attribute j, so that ! wj = 1.
Analytic hierarchy process
The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method, developed by Saaty (1>80), is based on tree principles: decomposition, comparative judgment and
synthesis of priorities. The decomposition principle requires that the decision problem be decomposed into a hierarchy that captures the essential
elements of the problem, the principle of comparative judgment requires assessment of pair7ise comparisons of the elements 7ithin a given level of
the hierarchical structure, 7ith respect to their parent in the next-higher level, and the synthesis principle takes each of the derived ratio-scale local
priorities in the various levels of the hierarchy and constructs a composite set of priorities for the elements at the lo7est level of the hierarchy. In this
final step, the goal is aggregate the relative 7eights of the levels obtained in the previous step to produce composite 7eights, this is done by means of a
sequence of multiplications of the matrices of relative 7eights at each level of the hierarchy.
Ideal point methods
Ideal point methods order a set of alternatives on the basis of their separation from the ideal point. This point represents a hypothetical alternative that
consists of the most deliverable 7eighted standardized levels of each criterion across the alternatives under consideration. The alternative that is closed
to the ideal point is the best alternative. The separation is measured in terms of a distance metric. The ideal point decision rule is:
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7here si+ is the separation of the ith alternative from the ideal point, wj is a 7eight assigned to the j criterion, vij is the standardized criterion value of
the ith alternative, v+j is the ideal value for the jth criterion, and p is a po7er parameter ranging from 1 to ".

Concordance methods

Concordance methods are based on a pair7ise comparison of alternatives. They provide an ordinal ranking of the alternatives; that is, 7hen t7o
alternatives are compared, these methods can only express that alternative A is preferred to alternative B, but cannot indicate by ho7 much. The most
kno7n concordance approach is the ELECTRE method and its modifications.
Ordered weighted averaging
Ordered 7eighted averaging is an aggregation technique based on the generalization of three basic types of aggregation functions, 7hich are: (1)
operators for the intersection of fuzzy set, (2) operators for the union of fuzzy sets, and (3) averaging operators. It provides continuous fuzzy
aggregation operations bet7een the fuzzy intersection and union, 7ith a 7eighted-average combination falling mid7ay in bet7een.
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